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Welcome to the ﬁrst issue of Artisan – the magazine created to spotlight stories and proﬁles of independent retouchers as business owners, and to serve as a medium for me to write about what’s evolved since
I took a job as a delivery person at an airbrush studio in LA.
Years ago I spent hundreds of white-gloved hours involved with Herb Ritts, preparing imagery for Africa,
his impending ﬁne-art book. The prints would arrive via his 1st assistant, Mark McKenna. Covered by a
tissue, they were heavily marked up for the ﬁrst round of retouching. As I project-managed the negotiating,
logging in, mounting, and prepping of these beauties, Tim Wild, Jorge Diaz, Carol & Jack Upston, Shen
Hsu, and Jackie Price spent their time bleaching, dying, airbrushing, and working ‘round the clock. We
were a team, and it was grand. The book was published, and a copy came for me. It was signed, “Thanks
Katie, Love Herb.” It also had a Special Thanks section where I expected to see our Wild Studio credit.
And yet, it wasn’t there. I was momentarily surprised but then realized, what photographer would want to
publicly credit manipulation of imagery? Fast-forward, and for a variety of reasons that we’ll explore in
the next issue, it hasn’t stayed that way. It started to change when retouchers got behind the wheel of a
computer and art directors didn’t have to markup prints anymore. Where are all those PMS chips now?
What’s evolving is that our industry has come to rely on photographers as designers. And the industry is
starting to become aware of, and publicly acknowledge, the value of the retoucher’s personality, vision
and problem solving capabilities as never before.
Being I’ve always been busy in the niche of retouching boutiques and because the opportunity was right
in front of me, last year I founded Kate Chase Presents. The mission is basically the same: To continue to
support and promote retouchers – speciﬁcally, act as agent for these independent and diversiﬁed ones that
you’ll ﬁnd on the coming pages. You’ll also ﬁnd Mark Gordon, a savvy digital tech, who’s emerged as a
key resource in the photographic and retouching process.
And last but most importantly, announcing the addition of Jennifer Toro and her Jennifer Toro Creative Services, retained to support the businesses on the ground from New York. Welcome back, Jennifer. Thanks
to so many for all the support. What a year of development leading up to the following pages it’s been!

– Kate

Sign up for monthly editions of Artisan online @ katechase.com

FOUNDED FOR THE LOVE OF
PHOTOGRAPHY, SUGAR DIGITAL CREATES
ART THAT ISN’T PURELY COMMERCIAL.

PURE
SUGAR
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Veteran photographer and retoucher, Adam Moore wants the work his company does to
engage people on deeper levels. His understanding of photography allows him to push work
further, ﬁnding a look unique to the vision that inspired it. Sugar Digital is a studio accus3.

4.

tomed to creative problem solving and splitting the difference between art and commerce.

1. CLIENT: VIRGINIA TOURISM CAMPAIGN / AGENCY: BCF / CREATIVES: LAURA WALKER & KEITH IRELAND / PHOTOGRAPHER: KEITH LANPHER
2. CLIENT: LEXUS / AGENCY: TEAM ONE / CREATIVES: KEVIN MITCHELL & CHRISTIANE ANCTIL / PHOTOGRAPHER: SMÁRI
3. PHOTOGRAPHER: JIM HUGHES / PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT / ALSO: OPPOSITE PAGE
4. CLIENT: HP / AGENCY: GOODBY SILVERSTEIN & PARTNERS / CREATIVE TEAM: ANTONIO NAVAS & SHARON KUERSCHNER / PHOTOGRAPHER: CHRISTIAN SCHMIDT

sugardigital.com

AGENCY: BBDO / CLIENT: TARGET / CREATIVE: BRANDON MUGAR & BRONWEN GILBERT / PHOTOGRAPHER: MARK HOLTHUSEN

PLAYING WITH PIECES.

Michal Horevaj sees the pieces.

It’s conceptual pieces like this that give Michal and Mark the creative

His visionary and artistic instincts tell him how they want to ﬁt. Driven by a vision steeped in a lifetime of art and

freedom to design projects with a genuine aesthetic in mind. Michal

photography, he loves problem solving. And his approach is as unique as the ideas behind them. The piece pictured

Horevaj is a retoucher who brings out the beauty in conceptual and

here for Target’s Archer Farms was spun out of true collaboration with photographer Mark Holthusen.

collaborative imagery.

pixelreﬁnery.com

Scott Dorman, the proud owner of Smalldog Imageworks, prides himself on delivering
powerful imagery that keeps some of the world’s biggest brands coming back for more.

BEST IN
SHOW
“GIRL WITH DOLLS” / CONCEPTUAL COLLABORATION WITH PHOTOGRAPHER DAVID STUART / SELF-PROMOTION

THIS DOG DEFINITELY HUNTS. Scott Dorman is an artist with a portfolio that
goes twelve years deep. He understands that every good image starts with a good idea and that retouching
can play a number of roles in realizing those ideas. His touch can be almost invisible, or it can be obvious,
with more of an illustrative feel. It can be a signature look he’s creating, or it can be simply about beautifying and carrying out a creative photographic vision. When Scott looks at an image, he instantly knows
what he wants to do with it. He loves exploring. He loves customizing. And he loves taking photography into
unexpected directions. smalldogimageworks.com
“SYNERGY IN C MINOR” / PHOTOGRAPHER: TIM OLIVE / CLIENT: NPR (NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO)

WO,MAN
AMY DRESSER SHOWS OFF SOME SKIN.

It’s not the big composites

that thrill her, or the complicated imagery with a million things to look at. Amy Dresser is in search of what she
calls the “expressionist moment” in work. Amy has the experience and appreciation for major composites, but
it’s the beautiﬁcation and simplicity of portraiture that drives her. In essence, she loves skin. And as a retoucher
and illustrator, she creates striking imagery with artistic vision.

amydresser.com
PHOTOGRAPHY BY LIONEL DELUY / SELF PROMOTION

AS THE TECHNICAL SIDE OF DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY SEEMS TO GET
MORE TECHNICAL, MARK GORDON’S G10CAPTURE BRINGS SOLUTIONS
AND ASSET MANAGEMENT TO ANY CREATIVE APPROACH.

THE GUY
BEHIND
THE GUY

Mark Gordon understands the digital world. He understands the
transition from shooting ﬁlm to shooting and capturing digitally.
He understands digital workﬂow, equipment, and software. He
understands production. He started G10capture to make everyone else’s job easier - photographers and agencies alike.
G10capture provides clients with an integrated workﬂow package that is more than hardware, software, or downloading cards
to a laptop. It’s a custom-designed package that combines technical, administrative, and managerial know-how, so photographers can maintain their creative approach.

g10capture.com

MICHAEL TOMPERT HAS SCIENCE DOWN TO AN ART.
Michael Tompert has been on a journey of discovery

BBDO came up with a new campaign for AT&T they

since his induction into the world of graphic design.

refer to as “your digital world”. The Creative Director

Early on, he discovered Photoshop, became intrigued with

was looking for something original in the execution so

3D, and began realizing artistic possibilities in new and

he tapped Michael to uncover it. Each color represents

inventive ways. This journey led him inside the esteemed

an element of the digital world such as music, wireless,

Apple Graphic Design Team, during the time of Apple’s

videos, or Internet. And varying textures and hues rep-

dramatic rebound between 2002 and 2005. Surrounded

resent different aspects of those elements. So each per-

and challenged by some of the brightest designers, art

son would have a unique DNA strand made up of their

directors, artists, and computer scientists, he perfected

likes. Through weeks of exploratory – including shap-

his creative retouching skills, pushed his 3D to the level

ing, lighting, texturizing, stylizing, and color choices –

of photographic realism, and gained a deep apprecia-

Michael was able to create imagery entirely unique to

tion for essence. Today, Michael speaks passionately

the AT&T brand. Michael shows us that there is a place

about this convergence of art and engineering. There’s

for iconic images in advertising through the combina-

very little restriction on what’s possible, and the work

tion of 3D art and design. And with the innovation of

featured on the opposite page is a stunning example of

new tools every year, the possibilities are not only end-

technology beginning to catch up with imagination.

less, but may be just beginning.
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